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Ensuring that the construction and built environment reflects the communities in 
which people live is critical for reasons well understood and unlike other sectors who 
have tackled such challenges our sector has failed to make any meaningful 
difference.    
  
When asked by the committee what industry can do, I conveyed a sense of 
helplessness and appeared to suggest that industry cannot tackle the challenge and 
that it was a problem for others. This was not my intention and I would like to make a 
note of correction to my witness testimony.  
  
The construction industry in Scotland is 98% SME of which 91% are micro. Over 
many decades the industry has formed itself into disciplines (trade/professional), 
sectors and more recently hubs. The way in which our industry is structured presents 
a complexity which makes progress in this area very challenging. Much is 
understood already through research of the barriers to entry and difficulties of 
retention for ‘non-white male’ employees. There have been many targeted 
interventions tackling stereotypes through school engagement, ambassadors, role 
models, open doors, career campaigns etc. Whilst positive in themselves these have 
had a limited effect.     
  
A seismic cultural shift needs to happen, this is entirely the responsibility of industry 
as it is they who make the employment decisions about who works in their 
businesses. Far easier for medium and large organisations who will be resourced, 
have informed employment practices, understand bias and the criticality of recruiting 
a balanced and diverse workforce. Not so, I suggest for many small and micro 
businesses who are typically defined by their beliefs, values, traditions and a strong 
sense of identity.    
  
Addressing the pipeline of talent merits the same focus given to securing the pipeline 
of work. People make businesses, recruiting a diversity of talent and in turn skills and 
competencies will ensure that businesses have the capabilities it needs to adapt and 
flex to the ever-changing environments within which they operate. Creating genuine 
pathways for learners which start at school and continue throughout career would 
provide the industry with a transferability of knowledge, experience and ability to 
adapt to economic cycles which currently does not exist for the majority of the 
sector.   
  
We have a strong heritage of apprenticeship training and established routes for 
professionals, we need to add to this and develop new pathways which enable 
mixed groups of talent to experience the industry in the school environment. 
Foundation Apprenticeships and the Design & Build SCQL4 & 5 pilots are excellent 
examples of this; the evaluations of which are worth reading.   
  
Scotland has all the ingredients needed to make our construction and built 
environment a modern, thriving industry which can deliver excellence in heritage, 



repair and maintenance, new build and modern construction. Sadly, our education 
system feeds 20,000 learners every year into full time construction courses at 
college, the majority fail to transition into employment, but at the same time we report 
skills shortages in the industry? We can fix this by better understanding the data so 
that interventions are demand led and by integrating industry into education so that it 
is exposed to and recruits from a broader pool of talent.    
  
Working collaboratively the Scottish Government, Skills Development Scotland, 
Scottish Funding Council, Construction Industry Training Board and other industry 
groups can lead on this. Collectively they can ensure that the policy, funding, 
education provision and support for industry is joined up to create pathways for 
learners into employment opportunities.   
  
 


